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There is always a woman with a past, an acidulous dandy, a shameful secret, and a self-righteous young man
or woman who has to come to terms with that secret. Otto Preminger seems like a poor choice to interpret
Wilde. Watch the Lubitsch silent version instead. Preminger downplays the comedy-of-manners aspect
without eliminating or destroying it, but he succeeds in translating the cardboard melodrama into something
subtle, complex and moving. Here the whole cast is tamped-down and naturalistic: The first half of the film is
original, setting up the situation that the play lays in our laps in its first scene. To begin with there is a framing
device set in contemporary post-war London, where the octogenarian Mrs. Erlynn Madeleine Carroll discovers
the fan at an auction of unclaimed property from bombed buildings. In order to reclaim her property she has to
prove ownership, so she tracks down Lord Darlington George Sanders , now a doddering "museum piece"
living in a remnant of his former home. We learn that Lord and Lady Windermere were killed in the Blitz; that
the two worldly, ambiguous characters have survived the pure couple feels appropriate to a changed world.
The frame gives the costume-drama portion a wistful edge; instead of the usual Hollywood gloss, here the past
gleams through nostalgia like a flower buried in a paperweight. The flashback unfolds as Mrs. Erlynn relates
her story to the reluctant and skeptical Lord Darlington. George Sanders might seem like almost too obvious a
choice to play this role. Some of the dialogue "As a wicked man I am a complete failure. In fact, there are
some people who say I have never done anything really wrong in my life. Of course, they only say it behind
my back" might have been written for that inimitable dry-sherry voice, at once rich, acid and smooth. But
Sanders, like the rest of the cast, does not lean on wit, delivering the bon mots casually, almost under his
breath. As Lady Windermere, delicate Jeanne Crain turns the tiresomely shrill, uncompromising puritan of the
play into a fresh, gentle innocent, a young woman of innate but untested fineness. All too often relegated to
decorative roles, here she gives a nuanced performance as a complicated woman: She manages the
mother-love scenes with compelling emotion, never sliding into sentimentality. As a young woman Mrs. In
middle age, still relying on youthful allure and trailing a scandalous reputation, she returns to London. Gossip
turns this transaction into an affair, and Lady Windermere is devastated when she believes her handsome
young husband has betrayed her. Interestingly, the film shows Lord W. Erlynn, suggesting he is no plaster
saint. Meanwhile, Lord Darlington seizes on the alleged infidelity to declare his love for Lady W. Would he
really have devoted his life to her, or would he have abandoned her after a year, as Mrs. This must be one of
the few cases in which the movie version of a literary work has a less happy ending than the original. The
elimination of Mrs. Few films have done a better job of hiding their stage origins; this one never feels static or
talky, and the interpolated activities like a fencing match and a shopping trip feel natural and evoke an elegant
lost world. Was this review helpful? Sign in to vote. Jeanne Crain does a credible job playing a British
aristocrat, accent and all and Martita Hunt as always steals every scene she is in. The sets and costumes are
stunning, and it is a pity it was not filmed in color. Otto Preminger is a strange choice as a director for this
vehicle but he is always fascinating, even his misfires and this certainly is NOT one of them. A must see
believe me
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Individual countries within the UK have frameworks for the promotion of their indigenous languages. In
Wales, all pupils at state schools must either be taught through the medium of Welsh or study it as an
additional language until age 16, and the Welsh Language Act and the Government of Wales Act provide that
the Welsh and English languages should be treated equally in the public sector, so far as is reasonable and
practicable. Irish and Ulster Scots enjoy limited use alongside English in Northern Ireland, mainly in publicly
commissioned translations. The Gaelic Language Scotland Act, passed by the Scottish Parliament in ,
recognised Gaelic as an official language of Scotland, commanding equal respect with English, and required
the creation of a national plan for Gaelic to provide strategic direction for the development of the Gaelic
language. There is also a campaign under way to recognise Scots as a language in Scotland, though this
remains controversial. The Cornish language enjoys neither official recognition nor promotion by the state in
Cornwall. The United Kingdom has ratified the charter for: British Sign Language is also a recognised
language. Some cities in close proximity have a different dialect and accent, such as Scousers from Liverpool
and Mancunians from Manchester who are separated by just 35 miles. Literature of the United Kingdom At its
formation, the United Kingdom inherited the literary traditions of England, Scotland and Wales, including the
earliest existing native literature written in the Celtic languages , Old English literature and more recent
English literature including the works of Geoffrey Chaucer , William Shakespeare and John Milton. Robert
Burns is regarded as the national poet of Scotland The early 18th century is known as the Augustan Age of
English literature. From the late 18th century, the Romantic period showed a flowering of poetry comparable
with the Renaissance years earlier, and a revival of interest in vernacular literature. In Scotland the poetry of
Robert Burns revived interest in Scots literature, and the Weaver Poets of Ulster were influenced by literature
from Scotland. In Wales the late 18th century saw the revival of the eisteddfod tradition, inspired by Iolo
Morganwg. A Vindication of the Rights of Woman , by Mary Wollstonecraft , is one of the earliest works of
feminist philosophy. The most widely popular writer of the early years of the 20th century was arguably
Rudyard Kipling , the youngest ever recipient of the Nobel Prize for Literature. His poem Ifâ€” is a national
favourite. The Celtic Revival stimulated a new appreciation of traditional Irish literature. The Scottish
Renaissance of the early 20th century brought modernism to Scottish literature as well as an interest in new
forms in the literatures of Scottish Gaelic and Scots. The English novel developed in the 20th century into
much greater variety and it remains today the dominant English literary form. Wodehouse, Martin Amis , J.
Ballard , Beatrix Potter , A. Important British poets of the 20th century include Rudyard Kipling , W. Eliot ,
John Betjeman and Dylan Thomas. Created in , the Man Booker Prize is the highest profile British literary
award. It is awarded each year in early October for the best original novel, written in English and published in
the UK. Rowling making up the top five on the list. Theatre of the United Kingdom From its formation in , the
United Kingdom has had a vibrant tradition of theatre, much of it inherited from England and Scotland. The
West End is the main theatre district in the UK. Opened in , the Theatre Royal at the Bristol Old Vic is the
oldest continually-operating theatre in the English speaking world. Popular entertainment became more
important in this period than ever before, with fair-booth burlesque and mixed forms that are the ancestors of
the English music hall. These forms flourished at the expense of other forms of English drama, which went
into a long period of decline. By the early 19th century it was no longer represented by stage plays at all, but
by the closet drama, plays written to be privately read in a "closet" a small domestic room. Their Victorian era
comic operas introduced innovations in content and form that directly influenced the development of musical
theatre through the 20th century. In , a critic using the pseudonym "Dramaticus" published a pamphlet
describing the parlous state of British theatre. At the same time, there was a burgeoning theatre sector
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featuring a diet of low melodrama and musical burlesque ; but critics described British theatre as driven by
commercialism and a "star" system. A change came in the late 19th century with the plays on the London
stage by the Irishmen George Bernard Shaw and Oscar Wilde , who influenced domestic English drama and
revitalised it. Gilbert and composer Arthur Sullivan , nurtured their collaboration, and had their first success
with Trial by Jury. In , Lyceum Theatre stage actor Henry Irving became the first actor to be awarded a
knighthood. In July , a board was set up to supervise construction of a National Theatre in London, and a
separate board was constituted to run a National Theatre Company and lease the Old Vic theatre. A National
Theatre of Scotland was set up in A prolific composer of musical theatre in the 20th century, Andrew Lloyd
Webber has been referred to as "the most commercially successful composer in history". His musicals, which
include The Phantom of the Opera, Cats , Jesus Christ Superstar and Evita , have dominated the West End for
a number of years and have travelled around the world as well as being turned into films. Lloyd Webber has
worked with producer Cameron Mackintosh, lyricist Tim Rice , actor Michael Crawford originated the title
role in The Phantom of the Opera , actress and singer Sarah Brightman , while his musicals originally starred
Elaine Paige originated the role of Grizabella in Cats and had a chart hit with "Memory" , who with continued
success has become known as the First Lady of British Musical Theatre. The Woman in Black is the second
longest running stage play. Written by Catherine Johnson, Mamma Mia! Music of the United Kingdom See
also: The traditional marching song "The British Grenadiers" is often performed by British Army bands, and is
played at the Trooping the Colour. Written by British Army bandmaster F. Folk music The traditional folk
music of England has contributed to several genres, such as sea shanties, jigs , hornpipes and dance music. It
has its own distinct variations and regional peculiarities. The bagpipes have long been a national symbol of
Scotland, and the Great Highland Bagpipe is widely recognised. In the midth century nursery rhymes begin to
be recorded in English plays, and the most popular date from the 17th and 18th centuries. The 19th century
historian James Orchard Halliwell was a notable collector of English nursery rhymes. Many of these rhymes
are based on historic figures throughout British history, for example Pussy Cat Pussy Cat from is about going
to see the Queen. Christmas carols The tune of " Deck the Halls " from Musical and poetical relicks of the
Welsh bards Thomas Oliphant added the English lyrics in The service is broadcast around the world. The
music of Christmas has always been a combination of sacred and secular, and every year in the UK there is
highly publicised competition to be the Christmas number one single, which has led to the production of music
which provides the mainstay of festive playlists. It has been Christmas number one three times. British
traditional music has also been very influential abroad. The Beatles are the most commercially successful and
critically acclaimed band in the history of music, with sales of over one billion. The UK was one of the two
main countries in the creation and development of many genres of popular music, including: The Hollies;
blue-eyed soul: Bee Gees ; synth pop: ELO , Muse; Britpop: Spice Girls singer Geri Halliwell performing in a
Union Jack dress, an enduring image of Cool Britannia, the mids celebration of youth culture in the UK The
UK has also pioneered various forms of electronic dance music including dubstep , acid house, uk garage,
drum and bass and trip hop , with acts including: Other notable British artists in pop music include: In , British
artists topped the decade end ranking, with "Chasing Cars" by Snow Patrol announced as the most widely
played song of the decade in the UK, and Back to Bedlam by James Blunt the best selling album of the s in the
UK. Since the mid s, British rap grime is becoming increasingly popular, mainly within the youth of cities
such as London, Manchester, Birmingham, Nottingham, Leeds and Sheffield. Cinema of the United Kingdom
See also: Two of the biggest actors in the silent era were Charlie Chaplin and Stan Laurel. Eadweard
Muybridge was another notable English pioneer of motion picture, while pioneering Scottish documentary
maker John Grierson coined the term "documentary" to describe a non-fiction film in Often regarded as the
greatest British filmmaker, Sir Alfred Hitchcock was described as "a straightforward middle-class Englishman
who just happened to be an artistic genius. A Story of the London Fog , helped shape the thriller genre in film,
while his film, Blackmail, is often regarded as the first British sound feature film. Boris Karloff played the
leading role in major horror films in the s, and collaborated with film director James Whale. Famous for their
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motion picture film scores, the London Symphony Orchestra first performed film music in The British
film-making partnership of Powell and Pressburger made a series of influential films in the s and s, with The
Red Shoes their most commercially successful film. Welsh actor Richard Burton was one of the highest paid
film stars in the world in the mid s David Lean emerged as a major filmmaker in the s with Brief Encounter
and Great Expectations , with his first big-screen epic The Bridge on the River Kwai Towards the end of the
s, Hammer Films embarked on their series of influential and wildly successful horror films, including lavish
colour versions of Frankenstein , Dracula and The Mummy , with actors Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee at
the forefront. The Carry On series, which consists of 31 comedy motion pictures, commenced in Scottish
actor Sean Connery played James Bond in seven films between and Films that explored the " Swinging
London " phenomenon of the s included, Alfie , Blowup and Bedazzled The James Bond film series began in
the early s, with Sean Connery in the leading role. Bond, portrayed by Connery, was selected as the
third-greatest hero in cinema history by the AFI. A Man for All Seasons , based on Sir Thomas More , is listed
by the Vatican as being among the greatest religious movies of all time. The caper film The Italian Job ,
starring Michael Caine, is regarded as one of the greatest British films ever, with the line "You were only
supposed to blow the bloody doors off! In the s, Ronald Neame directed the festive favourite Scrooge The
dark comedy fantasy, Brazil, is regarded as one of the best British films of the mid s. Grant also made
headlines for his high profile relationship with Elizabeth Hurley, which was the focus of much attention in the
British and international media. The Mill created a digital body double for his remaining scenes. Odeon
Leicester Square hosts numerous European and world film premieres. Odeon, Cineworld and Vue are the three
busiest cinema chains in the UK. Set in north-east England, Billy Elliot deals with a boy becoming a ballet
dancer.
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Is not a comonty a Christmas gambold, or a tumbling-trick? No, my good lord, it is more pleasing stuff. It is a
kind of history. Taming of the Shrew, Induction 2. Soft, so busily she turns the leaves! What would she find?
Lavinia, shall I read? Titus Andronicus , 4. It is a scene less notable for what happens than for what does not
happen: In what is to follow I would suggest that precisely for all that does not happen in it, the "translation"
scene offers an illumination of the play of which it would seem but a marginal moment and of the social issues
and tensions that traverse that play. At the same time, in a play set so self-consciously in a "foreign" land, the
Latin lesson exemplifies the uses of things foreign, and in particular the domestication of foreign language,
throughout the play, offering a comic peek at the acculturating power of translation, and a comic rehearsal of
that process of cultural expropriation in which Nietzsche would assign translation a central part, whereby a
culture "vergangene Zeiten und Bucher sich einzuverleiben sucht," "seeks to embody past epochs and books
into its own being. A comedie, I meane for to present, No Terence phrase: The verse that pleasde a Romaine
rashe intente, Might well offend the godly Preachers vayne. For in a play that, as Marianne L. Novy has put it,
"gives lip service to patriarchy and victory to youth,"11 the genuinely undercover advances of Lucentio,
bearing a text intoning the ruination Priami regia celsa senis 3. Indeed, and much to our purpose here, in the
degree to which the translation scene brings briefly to the foreground the treatment of education and formal
learning in the Shrew, it reminds us of the prominence in the play of more practical educational projects and
brings into metonymic focus the curiously synergetic, and ultimately, I would argue, parasitic relationship in
the play of the educational and domestic. Now, at a glance, the vectors in this relationship seem to go
decidedly in one direction, with much of the "bounded" or domestic space we encounter in the play employed
as classrooms of one sort or another, and with many of the "things" we encounter, the semiology of which
Lena Cowen Orlin has exhaustively parsed,15 from books and musical instruments, to clothing and even
quasi-, or not so quasi-, pornographic paintings, deployed as materials in broadly defined exercises in
pedagogical outreach, in teaching lessons andâ€”with a nod to the humanist elision of intellectual and moral
formationâ€”inculcating and modifying certain behaviors. At the same time, though educational projects of a
practical and social nature have a way of encroaching upon domestic space in the Shrew, it is also true that
what the play, or what Sly calls in that interesting elision, the "comonty," transacts is the domestication, not
only of Kate as one more, as Petruchio punningly classifies her, "household Kate," 18 but of learning itself,
with the simultaneous commodification and transformation of the objectives and processes of education into
"things," and "things" for the home. We get a socially satiric hint of this "reifying" commodificationâ€”and its
corruptive potentialâ€”in the Induction, when the meddling Lord, having ordered his men to carry the inert Sly
to his "fairest chamber," instructs them to deck out the room with "all my wanton pictures," the better to
persuade Sly that he really is a lord Induction 1. Baldwin and, quite recently, by J. And if, as Walter J. One
instance, and, perhaps, a comic warning of the power of classical learning to inculcate incorrect, or culturally
inappropriate lessons, especially in weak minds, comes very early in the play when Lucentio tries his hand at
classical analogy by way of Vergil to demonstrate the extremity of his immediate infatuation with Bianca,
"confessing" to Tranio, That art to me as secret and as dear As Anna to the Queen of Carthage was, Tranio, I
burn, I pine, I perish, Tranio, If I achieve not this young modest girl. The hint that Bianca is not precisely what
she seems only echoes, of course, the duplicity in which Lucentio and Hortensio are engaged in the scene and
infuses it with the sort of liberating, transgressive energy which one associates with a fabliau, and that
percolates throughout the Shrew, providing an insurgent counternote to the socially prescriptive and
patriarchalist fantasy that is its central fable. To be sure, part of the comically trasgressive energy released in
this scene arises both from our sense that we cannot be certain who knows more, or less, about Latin here, the
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tutor or the "tutee," or whether, to paraphrase Casca, the Latin in question is equally Greek to both, and also
from the possibility that we as audience, and as critics, are being teased and "braved" as much as the
characters onstage. In, for example, his compendious assault upon the questions of how much Latin
Shakespeare could have known and how and when he was likely to have learned it, T. Seizing upon what may
in fact be a questionable piece of commentary by Lucentio in identifying the grandson of Aeacus as Ajax
rather than Achilles,34 Bianca employs the rhetoric of academic quibbling to express her emotional
suspicions: I must believe my master; else, I promise you, I should be arguing still upon that doubt. In this
respect, however, the translation exercise stands as but the most sustained example in the Shrew of the role
and treatment generally accorded the various snippets of foreign language that dot especially the early portions
of the play. In part, the invocation of foreign expressions provides a conventionally comic instrument of social
intimidation and oneupmanship, a means of asserting an otherwise inconspicuous or non-existent superiority,
and as such plays its part in detonating the class and generational rivalries that define the subtext of the Shrew.
Now, one editor, H. Oliver, in allowing the First Folio readings of this and other pieces of incorrect Italian to
stand, notes that such interventions, errors notwithstanding, are still "good enough to give the illusion that the
speakers are Italian";38 I would suggest, however, that, quite to the contrary, they serve to show that the
speakers are not Italian, and that their linguistic forays only accentuate their English-ness and the robustly
domestic agenda of this play, which acknowledges its "foreign" setting and theatrical pedigree only to distance
itself from them, even as the discourse of classical learning and allusion is at once translated into and
domesticated by the "household stuff of the abortive Latin lesson. What significance that text has is open, of
course, to some question. Yet behind such incongruities lie interesting congruencies between the Latin lesson
and the text it does not teach, and with them a demonstration of some interesting uses of literary
domestication. Decontextualized, the excerpt helps to deconstruct its original. Grumio, Draw forth thy
weapon, we are beset with thieves, Rescue thy mistress if thou be a man. Indeed, far from resisting the
pressure of domestication, the translation scene could be said to signal a total capitulation to it, with the
lessons it teaches having nothing to do with "learning" as such and everything to do with the configurations of
behavior that define the relations and circumscriptions of the sexesâ€”and, more precisely, the circumscription
of the female sexâ€”in this insistently domestic play. And if, as we have seen, the scene travesties some of the
norms of instruction and seems to invert the roles of student and teacher, in doing so it also translates the
student into the studied, leaving us on our own to speculate on what Bianca may have learned from the
behavior of Lucentio, while italicizing, rather as a piece of ekphrasis, what Hortensio, at least, as we have
noted above, has learned from his observation of Bianca. Yet if thy thoughts, Bianca, be so humble To cast thy
wandering eyes on every stale, Seize thee that list; if once I find thee, ranging, Hortensio will be quit with thee
by changing. In fact, if he were inclined at this point to cast his disillusionment and growing misogyny into a
position on educational policy, Hortensio might well count himself among those "manye" critics of women
Vives invokes, "who sayth, the subtiltie of learning should bee a nourishment for the maliciousnesse of nature.
At the same time, in a play that ostensiblyâ€”even ostentatiouslyâ€”concerns itself with domestic
management, the translation scene offers a subversive interlude that suggests that a play may be especially
instructive in dramatizing its own instructional limitations, and, above all, reminds its audience of what a
malleable, and manipulable, a thing learning, for all of its patriarchalist prescriptions, is. Routledge and Kegan
Paul, , vol. Cambridge University Press, , Routledge, , Oscar Levy, 18 vols New York: Nicholas Ling, , STC
This claim does not surface in the Folio Shrew, where the players place emphasis on the therapeutic value of a
"pleasant comedy," with its "mirth and merriment" Induction 2. Grant Showerman ; rev. Harvard University
Press, Cresset Press, , 5. Randall Minshull, , Beacon Press, , xxxi-ii, University Press of Virginia, , 56,
Simon Stafford, , STC , f. In addition to being far too friendly with his student, Bianca, Lucentio might also
qualify simply as bad company, or the sort of temptation Richard Pace feels students should abstemiously
avoid; see Richard Pace, De Fructu Qui Ex Doctrina Percipitur , ed. Frederick Ungar Publishing Company, ,
University of Illinois Press, , 1 passim; J. The Latin Writings of the Age Leeds: Francis Cairns, , X5v; on the
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culture of violence in which boys studied Latin, see Walter J. Context, Sexuality, and Consciousness Amherst:
University of Massachusetts Press, , Cornell University Press, , ; see also ; and 28 Allowing the reading of
"captam" from the First Folio to stand, "uncorrected," H. Oliver in the Oxford Shrew, , accepts the
inappropriate feminine form as but one of a number of mistakes in transcriptions of foreign words and
expressions that punctuate the early parts of the play. University of Chicago Press, , , an earlier version of the
article, with the same title, appearing in English Literary Renaissance 16 Essays and Reflections, trans. Harry
Zohn New York: Schocken Books, , Greenhut, Feminine Rhetorical Culture: Peter Lang, ,
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When the church was closed, the records were moved to the nearby St. She then asked Father Fox to baptise
her sons. After a few weeks I baptized these two children, Lady Wilde herself being present on the occasion.
Henry Wilson, born in , and Emily and Mary Wilde, born in and , respectively, of different maternity to
Henry. Sir William acknowledged paternity of his illegitimate children and provided for their education, but
they were reared by his relatives rather than by his wife or with his legitimate children. Isola died aged nine of
meningitis. Trinity, one of the leading classical schools, placed him with scholars such as R. Mahaffy who
inspired his interest in Greek literature. He presented a paper titled "Aesthetic Morality". Magdalen College,
Oxford[ edit ] At Magdalen, he read Greats from to , and from there he applied to join the Oxford Union , but
failed to be elected. Neither his father, who threatened to cut off his funds, nor Mahaffy thought much of the
plan; but mostly Wilde, the supreme individualist, balked at the last minute from pledging himself to any
formal creed. On the appointed day of his baptism, Father Bowden received a bunch of altar lilies instead.
Wilde retained a lifelong interest in Catholic theology and liturgy. This attitude resulted in his being rusticated
for one term, when he nonchalantly returned to college late from a trip to Greece with Prof. Pater gave Wilde
his sense of almost flippant devotion to art, though it was John Ruskin who gave him a purpose for it. Ruskin
admired beauty, but believed it must be allied with, and applied to, moral good. Sheppard of the Original
Christy Minstrels made it famous and other performers sang it for decades afterwards. She became engaged to
Bram Stoker and they married in He had been publishing lyrics and poems in magazines since entering
Trinity College, especially in Kottabos and the Dublin University Magazine. In mid, at 27 years old, Poems
collected, revised and expanded his poetic efforts. It was bound in a rich, enamel, parchment cover embossed
with gilt blossom and printed on hand-made Dutch paper; Wilde presented many copies to the dignitaries and
writers who received him over the next few years. The librarian, who had requested the book for the library,
returned the presentation copy to Wilde with a note of apology. Wilde journeyed on the SS Arizona , arriving
2 January , and disembarking the following day. Higginson , a cleric and abolitionist, wrote in "Unmanly
Manhood" of his general concern that Wilde, "whose only distinction is that he has written a thin volume of
very mediocre verse", would improperly influence the behaviour of men and women. While there he met
Robert Sherard , whom he entertained constantly. He reportedly entertained the other passengers with " Ave
Imperatrix! She happened to be visiting Dublin in , when Wilde was lecturing at the Gaiety Theatre. The
couple had two sons, Cyril and Vyvyan Wilde often liked to appear idle, though in fact he worked hard; by
the late s he was a father, an editor, and a writer. He enjoyed reviewing and journalism; the form suited his
style. He could organise and share his views on art, literature and life, yet in a format less tedious than
lecturing. Buoyed up, his reviews were largely chatty and positive. When Charles Stewart Parnell was falsely
accused of inciting murder Wilde wrote a series of astute columns defending him in the Daily Chronicle. Two
pieces of fiction were usually included, one to be read to children, the other for the ladies themselves. Wilde
worked hard to solicit good contributions from his wide artistic acquaintance, including those of Lady Wilde
and his wife Constance, while his own "Literary and Other Notes" were themselves popular and amusing.
Whilst Wilde the journalist supplied articles under the guidance of his editors, Wilde the editor is forced to
learn to manipulate the literary marketplace on his own terms. Wilde published The Happy Prince and Other
Tales in , and had been regularly writing fairy stories for magazines. The only evidence for this is two
supposed puns within the sonnets themselves. Though containing nothing but "special pleading", it would not,
he says "be possible to build an airier castle in Spain than this of the imaginary William Hughes" we continue
listening nonetheless to be charmed by the telling. The Soul of Man under Socialism , The Decay of Lying ,
and The Critic as Artist Sheet music cover, s Wilde, having tired of journalism, had been busy setting out his
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aesthetic ideas more fully in a series of longer prose pieces which were published in the major
literary-intellectual journals of the day. In January , The Decay of Lying: Having always excelled as a wit and
raconteur, he often composed by assembling phrases, bons mots and witticisms into a longer, cohesive work.
There lies its immense value. For what it seeks is to disturb monotony of type, slavery of custom, tyranny of
habit, and the reduction of man to the level of a machine. At the same time, he stressed that the government
most amenable to artists was no government at all. Wilde envisioned a society where mechanisation has freed
human effort from the burden of necessity, effort which can instead be expended on artistic creation. George
Orwell summarised, "In effect, the world will be populated by artists, each striving after perfection in the way
that seems best to him. Intentions packaged revisions of four essays: The Picture of Dorian Gray[ edit ] Main
article: When Gray, who has a "face like ivory and rose leaves", sees his finished portrait, he breaks down.
Distraught that his beauty will fade while the portrait stays beautiful, he inadvertently makes a Faustian
bargain in which only the painted image grows old while he stays beautiful and young. For Wilde, the purpose
of art would be to guide life as if beauty alone were its object.
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Would Gaston and the Beast feel the same or different? Find out in this gender swap fanfiction as you follow
Beall the male counter part of Belle as he goes through the same things as Belle did. I decided to extend it. No
infringement intended Scandal - Rated: Filled with all the honesty of marriage, including sex. Thank you so
much for reading. Jane Eyre - Rated: M - English - Romance - Chapters: Rochester Bitrthday Surprises by
ZeroKaze reviews A small story to celebrate birthday of our favorite knucklehead ninja. First attempt with
fluff. K - English - Family - Chapters: Jealousy ensues and Hathor, in mortal form as Olivia, loses her true
love and must wait for him to be reborn. He is neglecting the Presidency. A big blow-out with his wife has
literally drained him. They managed to call truce for the moment. He is existing but he misses Olivia so badly.
His wife organizes a big birthday gala for him against his wishes. Little does he know lurking in the shadows
is an assassin waiting to kill a President. He is a nerd and antisocial, but is madly in love with Merlin Emrys,
the popular boy Arthur knows he can never have. But what will happen when Arthur is turned into a beautiful,
powerful and dangerous vampire that is still in love with Merlin? But when she meets bad boy actor Fitzgerald
Grant the Third and others in the business, she learns the downside of fame. But with the little puppy growing
up, is that all he will remain to the cold prince Sesshoumaru? There is no miracle recovery. This is the journey
of President Grant recovery after the assassination attempt at his birthday gala. This story will see some story
lines from all seasons along with my twist and Olitz ending. Take the ride from tragedy to triumph. The
engagement by Flower princess11 reviews Takes place after The last: Naruto and Hinata are planning to get
married but there is one obstacle in their way: Naruto and Hinata have to face a new set of trials before they
can tie the knot. Will their love prove strong enough? Little does he know what such a change will give rise to
in the end. There is always a few bumps in the road and a few twists and turns. Inuyasha sniffs the sleeping
child, who looks like a mini-Sesshomaru. The kid has the strips and the crescent moon and everything. He IS
the bastard! They start a tumultuous love affair. Want to know what I believe happened that night? Two lovers
consumed with need for the other decide to take a chance on love, with eyes wide open they jump into the fire.
Ennis is a high school shut-in, who struggles with life at home and at school. Jack Twist is a new teacher,
bringing a sex ed class to the small, quiet town. In a town that knows everything that goes on, Jack and Ennis
must hide a scandal that could ruin both of their lives. Brokeback Mountain - Rated: Not so long ago, his
demonic and hauntingly beautiful appearance would have startled them. Reunited by mrsProbie reviews The
team gets a bit of a shock when Reid is shot and they call his next of kin from the hospital. A history of the
relationship between one Spencer Reid and a Hermione Granger. Reid] The Scent of His Woman by Reader
reviews So the inspiration for this story is the Maroon 5 song Animals, the movie Wolf and a smidgen of the
Twilight series just in terms of locale. After a few days of unbearable tension, the two become much closer
than they ever could have dreamed of. Will Hiccup help his friend or will he refuse? How to Train Your
Dragon - Rated: Will they ever come true, or is she fated to stay, forever, a dreamer? What if they never really
hate each other; but, loved each other. Will here is their story. I do not own Inuyasha. True Blood - Rated:
Angered and disgusted by their decisions, Severus takes Harry away from them before they can leave Harry at
the orphanage and decides to raise the child himself with help from his friends. What will happen now? Harry
Potter - Rated: T - English - Romance - Chapters: The second he saw the love of his life fall to the floor, his
whole world shattered. Where the first hopes of love started blossoming, becoming real instead of dreams.
Back to that case where it all began, where it all ended. Right before their eyes. Kamitani finds out anyway.
Spock gets a surprise on a diplomatic mission. The Original Series - Rated: She takes a chance on an online
dating site, hoping to find someone to talk to but begins a journey of sexual awakening that will change her
life forever. M - English - Chapters: Soon 10 years pass, and Merlin is forced from Camelot. Rating upped to
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M for future chapters. When Morgan and the team find out there is someone after their youngest agent, they
will do everything to protect him and stop at nothing to catch his attacker- but at what risk? Her only guide is
her perfect husband Naruto, but what if he was the cause of her amnesia? Rated M for a reason Naruto Rated: Insignificant by Shamichi reviews Rukawa contemplates about relationships and his apathetic nature as
a principle to live by. Fast forward two years and Rukawa finds himself on a plane back to Kanagawa. How
would that effect her relationship with a certain blonde vampire? Earlier chapters currently being rewritten
True Blood - Rated: Seras will find out just how true the legends areâ€¦. Teen Wolf - Rated: He likes to be
called Alucard, though, finds it amusing, and she obliges. T - English - Chapters: Dating Bailey isnt as
amazing as he thought. Everything spins out of control as Zack confesses his love to Cody, but does he feel
the same? What will Bailey say about this? Read n Review please! Suite Life series - Rated: With you,
anywhere is sunlit. Things never go as planned. Broken by labellebeaucoup reviews Karen, on a downward
spiral, gets sent to live with her father and his new wife. Long ago, there was a human monk and demon lord
who fell in love. A tale of forgotten memories, magic spells and a desperate race. Can true love prevail before
time runs out? Bruce does not take up the mantle of Batman again, and John Doe, of the uncannily wide smile
and the acid green eyes, deals with a creeping sense of dread that something is poised to go very, very wrong.
Batjokes Batman - Rated: The whole thing bores Lelouch and decides why not. Soon the Eleven Suzaku
Kururugi steps up and asks for the job. After Lelouch makes him his Knight, one starts to feel new emotions
for the other Code Geass - Rated: The Chibis by LinaNamiStar reviews The story of Sesshomaru and Rin as
elementary school students with the rest of the Inuyasha clan as side characters. SesshxRin Inuyasha - Rated:
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6: Obituaries - , - Your Life Moments
A comic scene inculcating and entitled a conjugal lesson in one act by Danvers, H London: Thomas Hailes Lacy 18
pages, disbound pamphlet in more recent paper covers which are stained. Covers titles in ink.

Literature of the United Kingdom At its formation, the United Kingdom inherited the literary traditions of
England, Scotland and Wales, including the earliest existing native literature written in the Celtic languages ,
Old English literature and more recent English literature including the works of Geoffrey Chaucer , William
Shakespeare and John Milton. The early 18th century is known as the Augustan Age of English literature. In
Scotland the poetry of Robert Burns revived interest in Scots literature, and the Weaver Poets of Ulster were
influenced by literature from Scotland. In Wales the late 18th century saw the revival of the eisteddfod
tradition, inspired by Iolo Morganwg. A Vindication of the Rights of Woman , by Mary Wollstonecraft , is
one of the earliest works of feminist philosophy. Virginia Woolf was a leading modernist writer of the 20th
century. His poem Ifâ€” is a national favourite. The Celtic Revival stimulated a new appreciation of traditional
Irish literature. The Scottish Renaissance of the early 20th century brought modernism to Scottish literature as
well as an interest in new forms in the literatures of Scottish Gaelic and Scots. The English novel developed in
the 20th century into much greater variety and it remains today the dominant English literary form.
Wodehouse , Martin Amis , J. Ballard , Beatrix Potter , A. Important British poets of the 20th century include
Rudyard Kipling , W. Eliot , John Betjeman and Dylan Thomas. It is awarded each year in early October for
the best original novel, written in English and published in the UK. Rowling making up the top five on the list.
The UK has remained among the largest publishers of books. Theatre of the United Kingdom From its
formation in , the United Kingdom has had a vibrant tradition of theatre, much of it inherited from England
and Scotland. The West End is the main theatre district in the UK. Opened in , the Theatre Royal at the Bristol
Old Vic is the oldest continually-operating theatre in the English speaking world. Popular entertainment
became more important in this period than ever before, with fair-booth burlesque and mixed forms that are the
ancestors of the English music hall. These forms flourished at the expense of other forms of English drama,
which went into a long period of decline. By the early 19th century it was no longer represented by stage plays
at all, but by the closet drama , plays written to be privately read in a "closet" a small domestic room. Their
Victorian era comic operas introduced innovations in content and form that directly influenced the
development of musical theatre through the 20th century. At the same time, there was a burgeoning theatre
sector featuring a diet of low melodrama and musical burlesque ; but critics described British theatre as driven
by commercialism and a "star" system. A change came in the late 19th century with the plays on the London
stage by the Irishmen George Bernard Shaw and Oscar Wilde , who influenced domestic English drama and
revitalised it. The highest accolade in British theatre, the Olivier Awards , are named after him. Gilbert and
composer Arthur Sullivan , nurtured their collaboration, and had their first success with Trial by Jury. In July ,
a board was set up to supervise construction of a National Theatre in London, and a separate board was
constituted to run a National Theatre Company and lease the Old Vic theatre. A National Theatre of Scotland
was set up in Lloyd Webber has worked with producer Cameron Mackintosh , lyricist Tim Rice , actor
Michael Crawford originated the title role in The Phantom of the Opera , actress and singer Sarah Brightman ,
while his musicals originally starred Elaine Paige originated the role of Grizabella in Cats and had a chart hit
with " Memory " , who with continued success has become known as the First Lady of British Musical
Theatre.
7: One Act Plays Published
A nobleman of Holland. The present state of British influence in Holland exemplified by the States General's answer of
the 23/11 May to the Earl of Stair's memorial for a new alliance [ ] in a letter to the Right Honourable the Lord V- C-.
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8: Moosai | FanFiction
Four-frame comic strip. Willie asks Paw the definition of the phrase "generally speaking," and is told that it is a
characteristic of women. Maw gets angry and throws a fruit bowl at Paw's head, much to the amusement of Willie.

9: The Latin Lesson and the Domestication of Learning in The Taming of the Shrew - Essay - www.enganc
Page. It is a kind of history. Sly. Well, we'll see't. On the other hand, in the Dedication of the printing by John Legate of
Terence's translated plays, Terence, presented as "a Latin author.
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